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Abstract
The new Porsche aero-acoustic wind tunnel opens great options for the automotive development
process at Porsche. A very low background noise and the homogeneous flow characteristics allow the use of various measurement techniques and lead to an excellent quality and degree of reproducibility of acoustic measurements.
Especially in the early development stages a quick and reliable rating of aero-acoustic sound
sources is important to fulfil the challenging requirements. For a localisation and detailed investigation of these aero-acoustic sources, a complex measurement system consisting of three single
microphone arrays, was developed and installed.
All arrays are fixed at a framework positioned out-of-flow, with the smallest possible distance to
the test object. In order to prevent negative effects during aerodynamic testing, the whole system
can be moved back to a parking position out of the test section area.
The basic evaluation of the recorded microphone data is known as “acoustic camera principle”
where acoustic source maps computed by special beamforming algorithms are mapped to an optical image (2D) or the car surface (3D).
The quality of these basic source maps (“dirty maps”) - given by the dynamic of the localized
sound levels and the spatial source resolution - is mainly defined by 4 hardware parameters:
x

Array dimensions

x

Number of microphones

x

Microphone layout

x

Measurement distance

5 m x 3 m each
192 microphones each

irregular with an optimized layout
automated positioning to 4 m

By the use of advanced post-processing techniques, e.g. algorithms like CLEAN SC [12], it is
possible to improve the results significantly. However, the better the basic result the greater the
success using these enhanced software tools.
Therefore great attention was paid to excellent properties of the mechanical installation as well
as to a comfortable and fast data acquisition achieving an outstanding basic acoustic performance. Hence, further activities have been started and various investigations were scheduled to
advance the data analysis.
The paper focuses on the first and terminated project phase: The development, design and installation of the system. Based on the results of several simulations and a study with real sound
sources (loudspeakers with and without flow); the capability of the system is verified and the
quality of first results is shown by means of a typical example.

Introduction
For a car manufacturer like Porsche, an outstanding sportive design and a great performance
combined with a favourable passenger comfort and high efficiency are fundamentals to be regarded at all times. Therefore, the new Porsche wind tunnel is a very important tool in the aerodynamical and aero-acoustic optimization process, allowing evaluation of design- and material
concepts as well as styling-driven shape decisions. The new Porsche wind tunnel was designed
over several years and realized from 2011 to 2014 [14].
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Now, aero-acoustic development can be performed over the full velocity range up to 300 km/h,
and due to very low background noise levels, the localisation and precise investigations of sound
sources are possible using microphone arrays. The Porsche wind tunnel microphone array system
was developed and built in cooperation with GFaI, Berlin and installed in January 2015.

Basic Array Hardware
The system consists of 4 data recorders, 3 microphone arrays, each equipped with 192 electret
microphones and an integrated Full HD camera. Additionally 24 measuring channels are provided to record reference signals and the test conditions. A high performance working station is
dedicated to the data acquisition and analysis, operated by special controller software, adapted to
the Porsche wind tunnel.
To achieve a high localisation accuracy of the acoustic sources, a signal sampling frequency up
to 192 kHz is realized for each differential transmitted channel and a positional accuracy of
± 1 mm is ensured for all microphones. This precision is reached up to maximum speed by a
high stability and a low weight of the arrays resulting from a special sandwich construction integrated in a lightweight reinforcing frame.

Beamforming in a Wind Tunnel
The result generated by an array system is called acoustic source map; superposed to an optical
image or a 3D geometry of the considered object. The calculation of the source map is carried
out using beamforming algorithms.
A picture (2D) or model (3D), divided into a grid of points, is used to represent the object under
investigation. For 2D applications, the grid is arranged in the scan plane with a known distance
to the microphones in the array plane (Figure ). The evaluation of the runtime differences and
amplitude decays of assumed sound sources between every grid point of the scan plane and every microphone of the array plane leads to the basic source map (“dirty map”). This elementary
beamforming algorithm can be applied in the time or frequency domain whereat the time domain
“delay and sum” algorithm is well known in acoustic signal processing for many years now.
In recent years more advanced frequency domain algorithms have been developed to improve the
quality of the maps. In the frequency domain most algorithms base on the calculation of the cross
spectral matrix (CSM). The CSM contains all cross spectra data of the microphone signals and
therefore all level and phase information representing the runtime differences of the acoustic
waves. By applying a so called steering vector to the CSM - to include the geometric information
and distances - it is possible to calculate the source map. By the formulation of the steering vector, the focus of the evaluation can be directed to calculate exact levels or to a good source localisation in the source maps.
The main diagonal of the CSM contains the auto spectra data of the microphone signals which
are often dominated by the background noise. Thus it is possible to improve the dynamic range
of the source maps by removing the elements of the main diagonal from the CSM. However the
energy content and thereby the absolute levels of the source maps are not correct in that case.
There are many publications in which the different methods and algorithms with their pros and
cons are discussed in detail [2], [6], [7], [9], [13].
In a wind tunnel a shear layer appears between the flow region and the area in the plenum without a major flow where the arrays are positioned. The flow around the test object generates
sound sources radiating acoustic waves. These waves get strongly affected when passing the
shear layer (Figure ). The shear layer causes diffractions of the acoustic waves and lead thereby
to displacements and distortions in the source maps. For the application of beamforming in wind
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tunnels to aero-acooustic sourcces, it is inddispensable to considerr this shearr layer effecct, e.g. by a
correction accordinng to Amiet [12].
Amiet introduces a model where the diffr
fraction effeects are takeen into accoount with go
ood accura-hin extent specified
s
byy its angle and
a distancee
cy by reeducing the shear layerr to a flat annd infinite th
to the arrray and scaan plane (Fiigure ).
Unaccounted in thiis model aree additionall scattering effects due to the turbuulence in the shear lay-c
losses
l
of thhe signals with
w a degraading effectt evaluating
g the phasee
er whicch lead to correlation
shifts.

F
Figure 1:

Sketch of
o wind tunn
nel shear lay
yer and para
ameters of thhe Amiet mo
odel.

With thhe Porsche Array
A
Systeem, most oof the analyses are carrried out in the frequen
ncy domainn
based oon the CSM
M with diago
onal removaal. An Amiiet shear lay
yer correctiion modifieed by Puhlee
[8] and a steering vector
v
form
mulation conncentrating on an exactt source loccation is useed. The im-w validateed in great detail
d
in thee context off an intensiv
ve coopera-plementted basic algorithms were
tion betw
ween GFaI,, DLR Göttiingen, Volkkswagen gro
oup research
h and Porscche.
To rate the perform
mance of an
n array, thee Point Spreead Function (PSF) cann be used. The PSF iss
y response tto an omnid
directional point sourcce with a deefined loca-the freqquency-depeendent array
tion, typpically calcuulated by a simulation. The result is also calleed beam patttern.
In Figurre 2 a typiccal PSF of the
t Porschee arrays is plotted
p
for the third-octtave band of
o 2500 Hz..
The maain lobe reppresents the real sourcee, whereas the
t side lob
bes are arteefacts generrated by thee
beamforrming algorrithms. The dynamic raange (DR) is
i defined by
y the differeence between the levell
of the m
main lobe annd the higheest side lobee.
The beaamwidth (B
BW) defines the width oof the main
n lobe at 3 dB
d level deccrease. Dyn
namic rangee
and beaamwidth aree the basic indicators
i
ffor the qualiity of sound
d source loccation and thus
t
for thee
capabiliity of an arrray. Both parameters
p
ddepend stro
ongly on the hardwaree parameterss: the arrayy
dimensiion, the num
mber and lay
yout of micrrophones an
nd the meassurement disstance (focu
us).
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Siimulated Point Spread F
Function (P
PSF), f = 2500 Hz, F = 4 m, DR = 21dB.

Array Diimension
The requirred size of an
a array firsst of all deppends on th
he lowest freequency to be considered. The
lower the ffrequency and
a thus thee bigger thee wavelengtth, the largeer the array dimensionss to capture enouggh informatiion of the accoustic wavve. That meaans to meassure enoughh runtime diifference
or respectivvely phase shifts in thee frequency domain forr the observed wavelenngth.
To minimiize the beam
mwidth oveer the wholee frequency
y range, bassically maxiimum array
y dimensions with a minimal focus are asspired. Undder flow con
nditions in a wind tunnnel, however, higher
ncreases toggether with the array dimension
d
aand the flow
w speed.
frequencies correlatioon losses in
This effectt results in phase
p
errorss for distant microphon
nes.
Taking intto account all
a these efffects and addjusting thee arrays to the size of the cars to be analysed, the ooverall dim
mensions of the
t Porschee arrays werre defined to 5 x 3 m. A
As shown in Figure
3 in additioon, the centtral part of the
t arrays (33 x 2 m) haas been desig
gned especiially for thee investigation of hhigher frequuencies in a preferred m
measuremen
nt window of
o 1.5 x 1 m
m. To obtain
n comparable resultts, all arrays (left, rightt and on topp) were consstructed witth the same dimensionss.

B=5m
1 m
1.5

0.5
5m 1m

1m

Figuree 3:

1.5 m

H=3m

Ovverall array
y dimension:: 5 x 3 m, centre array: 3 x 2 m, exttension: 3 x1
1 m,
preferrred measurrement wind
dow: 1.5 x 1 m.

Number and Layoout of Miccrophonees
The numbeer of micropphones and thereby thee number off measurement channells needed by
y the data acquisitiion system defines
d
a major
m
part off the hardwaare costs off an array syystem limiteed by the
project buddget. Otherw
wise, to reaach an excelllent dynam
mic range off the source maps, as much
m
mi-
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crophones as possible should be applied. As a compromise, each Porsche array was equipped
with 192 microphones.
Another important point, especially regarding the dynamic range, is the layout of the microphones. A lot of effort was provided to find the best arrangement of the microphones. Therefore,
a completely new optimisation strategy was developed and applied by Dr. Hartmann from
Volkswagen group research.
The optimisation performed by a generic algorithm in combination with a gradient based search
of local minima operates directly to all microphone coordinates – not just to some layout parameters. Thus, for 192 microphones with adjustable x- and z-positions 384 degrees of freedom
have to be optimised.
The target function for the optimisation was generated by a rating of weighted sums for each criterion below:
x

beamwidth

x

distance of the main lobe to the highest side lobe

x

level of the highest side maximum

x

average of the side lobe levels in the preferred measurement window

Further restrictions were introduced to concentrate microphones in the centre array. This could
be important for the high frequency region if the use of a shading procedure to the outer microphones could reduce negative correlation loss effects as discussed before. In this case only few
microphones would be affected by shading. Future work is scheduled regarding this topic.
The result of the optimization is an irregular microphone layout as depicted in Figure 4, where
simulated source maps are compared to the best symmetric standard layout considered.
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Sim
mulated sourrce maps, 6 sources with
h same levell, F = 4 m, 1992 microphones.

To comparre on the saame basis, the numberr of microp
phones was extended to 192 for the
t logarithmic whheel standarrd layout. The
T improvvement of the
t dynamic range achhieved by the
t optimized layoout is clearlly visible for
f all frequuencies and
d particularly clear in tthe preferreed measurement w
window.
d regarding the asymm
metric dimeension and layout is a slightly
The only ddisadvantagge observed
asymmetric representaation of the sources in tthe source maps.
m
According to the arraay dimensio
on, the num
mber and laayout of microphones was defineed to be
equal for aall arrays insstalled to geet comparabble results.

Measureement Disstance or Focus
F
For the inteegration of the arrays in
i the wind tunnel, a pu
urpose-builtt frameworkk was installled on a
special raill system to be moveab
ble in flow ddirection. The
T fixing to
o a defined position is realized
by several pneumatic cylinders bracing
b
the w
whole framework to th
he wind tunnnel walls. High
H
system rigidityy is achieveed by this mechanism.
m
Due to thee given condditions, a measuring
m
diistance of 7 m to the wind
w
tunnell centre wou
uld have
been reachhed by a dirrect installattion of the aarrays to the frameworrk. This corrresponds to
o a focus
of approx. 6 m to the scan plan assumed at th
the side of a car with a typical widdth. But, as a preferably short measuring distance (ffocus) is im
mportant forr excellent results, shoorter distancces were
investigateed in a studyy carried ou
ut with 5 miicrophones mounted att the edges and in the centre
c
of
a frame wiith the arrayy dimension
ns of 5 x 3 m (Figure 5)).
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Tesst set-up to d
determine th
he optimal measuremen
m
nt distance.

The evaaluation of the study leeads to the result that a minimal measuring distance off 5 m to thee
wind tunnnel centre and thus a focus of appprox. 4 m to the assum
med scan plaane can be realised.
r
Byy
a furtheer reduction,, the microp
phones nearr to the colleector would
d be stronglyy affected by
b the shearr
layer. H
However, foor a focus reeduction, ann additionaal mechanical constructtion is need
ded. Due too
the expeectable impprovements in result quuality, the im
mplementatiion of an arr
rray position
ning system
m
was deccided.

Array Positioniing System
m
The array positionning system has been sspecially deesigned for the new Poorsche wind tunnel. Itt
ble to the fframework, an electricc
consistss of severall control arrms connectting the arrrays rotatab
winch ssystem operrated by a control unit and a pneu
umatic lockiing system tto fix the arrrays in thee
parking position reeliably (Figu
ure 6 and Fiigure 7).
utomaticallyy to the meeasuring or parking poosition in less
l
than 3
All arraays can be moved au
minutess. Various seensors are installed to pprevent opeerating errorrs.

Figgure 6:

Frameworrk and arrayys in
meaasuring posiition.

Figure 7:
Frameework in meeasuring
position
n Arrays in pparking possition.

To avoiid any tapinng of loosee cables annd to be reaady perform
ming measuurements within a few
w
minutess, the entire wiring of the array sy stem is routted through
h a cable traack. Becausee the wholee
system is moveablee on the raill system, thhe preferablee measurem
ment window
w can be eassily alignedd
on can be reeached quicckly to pre-to everyy interestingg part of thee test objecct and a parrking positio
vent anyy negative effect
e
to aerrodynamic ttesting (Figu
ure 8).
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Figuree 8:

Frramework and
a arrays in
n
parkiing position..

A nearly perfect fixingg of the fram
mework to the wind tu
unnel wall sttructure, coombined witth a high
m and the fraamework, leeads to a veery good repproducibility
y for the
rigidity of the positionning system
n, even at
array posittioning and low displaccements andd vibrationss during the wind tunneel operation
maximum speed. Thiss is essential, especiallyy for optimaal source loccalisation oon a 3D mod
del.
O Laser Traccker with a measuremeent accuracy
y of 0.03 mm at 18 m distance,
d
By the use of a FARO
ultiple operrations and the array displaced
the deviatiions of the array positioning, reg arded at mu
ments during wind tunnnel operatiion were meeasured.
Max. Deviation

Flow Speeed

M
Max. Displaccement

Side Arrays

0.06 mm

140 km/h
h

0.22 mm
m

Topp Array

0.33 mm

300 km/h
h

1.32 mm
m

Table 1:

Arraay positionin
ng accuracyy.

Table 2:

Array displacem
ment during
g operation.

Performance Testts
Setup
formance tessts were carrried out
For the detterminationn of the basiic array prooperties, extensive perfo
with a 1:1 model of a test vehiclee (Figure 9)). To be as flexible as possible forr analysing the sysc
with
w genericc sound so
ources, geneerated by looudspeakers (LSP).
tem, the sttudy was conducted
When seleccting the louudspeakers, a lot of atttention was paid to fulffil the follow
wing requireements:
x

Prooviding enouugh power to generate source leveels represen
nting real aeero-acousticc sources
typpically analyysed at a speeed range b etween 100
0 and 200 km
m/h.

x

LSP
P membrannes as small as possiblee for a preccise analysiss of the souurce localisaation accurracy.

x

No generation of addition
nal sound duue to the shaape of the LSP
L themsellves.

x

near frequenncy responsee over a wid
de frequenccy range.
Prooviding a prreferably lin

Two types of LSP, shhown in Fig
gure 10, werre found fulfilling thesse requirem
ments. Type 1 with a
o 36 mm provides
p
enoough power and a neaarly linear ffrequency spectrum
s
membrane diameter of
between 1 and 10 kH
Hz. LSP of type 2 exteends the low
wer frequen
ncy limit too 500 Hz providing
w a membbrane diametter of 50 mm
m.
nearly the same characteristics with
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4
4
3
2

5

8

6

7

1
6

Figuree 9:

7

8

5

Settup of perfoormance testt, conducted
d with 8 louddspeakers.

Figure 10:

Loudsp
peaker used for the perfformance teests.

By the uuse of a suittable signall conditioneer and ampliifier combin
ned with a nnew developed Matlabb
script, it is possiblee to run 8 LSP
L time syynchronouslly with sign
nals indepenndent from each other..
a frequency characteeristics are thereby
t
adju
ustable by a set of parameters forr
The signnal levels and
each LS
SP separatelly. The phasse relation bbetween thee sources can also be vaaried.
In total,, 16 LSP poositions werre defined oon the side window an
nd the windsscreen baseed on inten-sive discussions beetween the project
p
partnners. For a preferably good soundd radiation, all LSP aree
r
using a special
al 1:1 test veehicle mod-mountedd absolutelyy flat to the surroundinng surface, realized
el wheree the wholee glazing is made of foaam materiall instead off glass. How
wever, due to confiden-tially reeasons, all reesults reporrted here aree mapped to
o an image of a currennt production
n line vehi-cle. Thee LSPs are thereby
t
picttured at the exact samee positions. To focus thhe attention on the LSP
P
sources the rear vieew mirrors, one of the dominant aero-acousti
a
ic sources hhas been rem
moved from
m
the vehiicle model.
For com
mparable annd reliable results,
r
sourrces emittin
ng the same sound leveels and freq
quency con-tent are essential. Therefore,
T
all
a LSP weree calibrated
d to radiate the
t same soound level in
n one meterr
quency specctra were ad
djusted to th
he backgrouund noise of
o the windd
distancee. In additioon, the freq
tunnel tto analyse with
w a similar signal too backgroun
nd noise ratiio for all fre
requencies. All investi-gations are perform
med based on uncorrelaated sourcess and a modified white noise signaal.
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Source Loocalisation
The sourcee localisatioon accuracy
y was regardded first con
nducting the performannce tests. Great
G
importance w
was thereby attached to the comparrison of thee results without flow aand with a flow
f
present, whilee applying thhe shear lay
yer correctioon.
Figure 11 shows the quality of source loccalisation fo
or the left and
a the topp array with
h 8 LSP
ng sound siggnals with th
he same level and frequuency conteent.
switched oon, respectivvely emittin

Figuree 11:

Loocalisation of
o 8 uncorreelated sourcees with the same
s
level aat u = 140 km
m/h,
1/3
3-octave, f = 4000 Hz, DR
D = 10 dB.

However, for LSP wiith the shorttest distancees, the locaalisation is biased
b
becaause no cleaar source
o with a source centtre in betweeen. This
separation is possible. Two sourcces appear aas a single one
b controlleed by the beeamwidth an
nd the dynaamic range and will
frequency dependent effect can be
be discusseed below.
In Figure 112 the localiisation quallity is depiccted for sing
gle LSP sources (sum leevels). With
h the top
array, the ssource locaalisation on the windscrreen is exceellent for th
he case withhout a flow and just
as well witth a flow off 140 km/h.
On the sidde window, slight deviiations for tthe localisaation with th
he left arraay can be observed.
o
These deviiations are most
m likely caused by ssmall inaccu
uracies in matching
m
thee acousticall and optical calibrration of thee array because they aare nearly id
dentical witthout and w
with a flow present.
Indeed, thee results alsoo confirm a perfect funnction of thee implemen
nted shear laayer correctiion.
A frequenccy dependent evaluatio
on of the soource localiisation, as shown
s
in Fiigure 13 forr LSP 1,
indicates ddifferent disstances of the
t located SPL maxim
ma to the LSP
L membraane centre for each
1/3-octave-band. Thiss effect resu
ults probablly from a vaariable soun
nd radiationn by the LS
SP membrane, regaarding the frequency
fr
raange of inteerest. Thereffore, LSPs are
a only suiitable for th
he acoustic source llocalisationn to a limited
d extend.
An optimiized matchiing procedu
ure for the acoustical and opticaal calibratioon, using a special
sound sourrce with a very
v
local sound
s
radiattion is alreaady schedulled. It will improve th
he source
location quuality. An acccuracy of at
a least +/- 5 mm is exp
pected.
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Figgure 12:

145
1

Localisatio
on of a singlee source witthout and with a flow prresent, DR = 1 dB.

Figure 133:

Freq
quency depen
ndent sourcce localisatio
on of LSP 1 w
without flow
w
(Scale 1 :1, printed on
o DIN A4)..

Beamw
width
The beaamwidth is the basis for
f the sourrce separatiion in a beaamforming map. The smaller thee
beamwiidth the sharper a sourcce appears iin the map and
a the bettter a separattion is possiible. An es-timationn of the beaamwidth bassed on the bbasic array parameters, dimensionn and focus can be cal-culated according to
t Sijtsma [11] at a leveel decrease of 3 dB.
width is plottted for a freequency of 800 Hz to iindicate thee manner off
In Figurre 14, a typpical beamw
the beam
mwidth deteermination in the beam
mforming map
m at a 3 dB
B level decrrease. Due to
t the irreg--
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ular designn of the Poorsche array
ys, the hori zontal beam
mwidth difffers from thhe vertical one and
therefore sources appeear asymmeetric in the m
maps.
a measurred beamwid
dth, pictureed in Figuree 15, revealls a very
A compariison of the estimated and
good agreeement and a strong frrequency deependency of the beamwidth. Fiigure 16 sh
hows the
beamwidthh of the Porssche arrays measured aat various fllow speeds.

Figure 14:
Determ
mination of the beamwiidth, Figurre 15:
Estimation annd measurem
ment of
1/33-octave, f = 800 Hz, DR
R = 3 dB.
th
he horizonta
al and verticcal beamwid
dth.

Figgure 16:

Measured
d beamwidth
h of the Porssche arrays..

So far, no clear explaanation coulld be found for the slig
ghtly better beamwidthh at 200 km
m/h in the
width at highher frequen
ncies and
mid frequeency regionn. The obserrved higherr values for the beamw
flow speedds are probaably caused
d by the corrrelation losss effects fo
or distant m
microphoness using a
big array. T
These effects will be in
nvestigated in detail by
y an already scheduled study.
Source Sep
paration
For an aeroo-acoustic analysis
a
of a car, an inddividual and
d detailed ev
valuation off each singlle source
is importannt. Therefore a good separation
s
oof the sourcces is requiired, basicaally dependiing on a
preferably small beam
mwidth. Figure 17 depiicts the way
y of determiining the soource separaation, by
vel differen
nces betweeen the two sources,
a 3 dB criiterion or a visual evaaluation. Thhe slight lev
emitting thhe same levvel are caussed by the uused steerin
ng vector fo
ormulation, chosen to give the
best localissation accurracy.
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Figgure 17:
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1

Determina
ation of the ssource separration for LSP
L 5 and LSSP 6 withou
ut flow,
1/3--octave, DR = 3 dB.

Figure 118 shows thhe capability
y of the Porrsche arrays to separatte sources w
with the sam
me level forr
analysiss without a flow. By siimulations, the limitatiions of sepaaration weree determineed by a stepp
by step reduction of
o the sourcce distance for each 1//3-octave-baand, evaluatting the 3 dB
d criterionn
hese results are comparred with thee measurem
ments, repreesenting thee
and the visual imppression. Th
realisedd discrete distances betw
ween the louudspeakers.

Figure 18:
1
Sepaaration of horizontal arrranged
sources on the side w
window without flow, 1/3
3-octave.

Withoutt a flow, thee agreemen
nt between ssimulations and measurements is vvery good and
a the vis-ual sourrce separatiion is thereb
by nearly iddentical to the horizon
ntal beamwiidth. With a flow pre-sent, thee source sepparation at higher speeeds and freq
quencies is also slightlly disturbed
d by the al-ready m
mentioned coorrelation lo
oss effects.
The usee of advanced post-pro
ocessing tecchniques, e.g. algorithm
ms like CLE
EAN SC [12], can im-prove thhe source seeparation siignificantlyy. Weaker so
ources may
y be maskedd by domin
nant sourcess
and their side lobees. By a su
uccessive suubtraction of
o the dominant sourcees and theirr correlatedd
d
map, the
t originallly masked sources
s
can be revealedd.
fractionns from the dirty
Dynam
mic Range
The dynnamic rangee (DR) of an
n array is m
mainly defined by the nu
umber and tthe arrangement of thee
microphhones. For the
t Porsche arrays, a reemarkably high
h
DR cou
uld be achieeved by thee use of 1922
microphhones, irreggularly arran
nged in an ooptimized laayout as desscribed befoore.
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Figure 19 and Figuree 20 show the measureed DR regaarding the sound radiattion of LSP
P 6 for a
large scan plane of approx. the size of the arrrays (5 x 3 m) and for the optimizzed window
w of 1.5 x
ole sound soource (Poin
nt Spread
1m. These results are compared to the DR oof a simulatted monopo
All analysees are carrieed out in thee frequency
y domain
Function) llocated at thhe position of LSP 6. A
based on thhe CSM witth diagonal removal inccluding a po
ositive effecct to the DR
R.
The differeences obserrved are pro
obably caussed by the inhomogene
i
eous local ssound generration of
the loudspeaker mem
mbrane and additionallyy by reflecttion and damping effeects perform
ming real
hms like CL
LEAN SC [12]
[
can be used
u
to incrrease the DR
R.
measuremeents. Advannced algorith

Figure 19:
Beamfforming map
p for LSP 6 with- Figu
ure 20:
Dynamic raange of the Porsche
P
out flow
arrays without
w, 1/3-octavee, f = 6300 Hz,
H DR = 25 d
dB.
w
flow,, 1/3-octave..

Typical R
Results
In Figure 221 and Figuure 22 the valuation
v
off a productio
on line vehiicle is pictuured for the left side
array and tthe top array. All expected sound sources and
d the impro
ovements appplying the CLEAN
SC algorithhm are clearrly visible for
f all frequuencies.
Small deviiations of thhe source location in thhis overview
w plots resullt from a foccus adjusted
d to only
one scan plane definedd in a certaiin distance tto the particcular array. Sources thaat are not lo
ocated in
d with an inncorrect foccus leading to
t a slightlyy biased sou
urce repthis plane aare thereforre calculated
resentationn in the beamforming map.
m Hencee, to preven
nt this effectt, the sourc e mapping on a 3D
model of tthe test objeect will be establishedd as a stand
dard method
d. Thereby tthe correct focus is
consideredd for every single grid point, and thus for all sources wiith an assum
med locatio
on on the
test object surface.

Summarry and Ou
utlook
For the Neew Porschee wind-tunn
nel, a uniquue micropho
one array system
s
was developed
d and installed. Byy a complexx design and
d a perfect fixing to th
he wind tunnel walls, ccombined with
w very
high system
m rigidity, an
a outstand
ding basic aacoustic performance and a comfoortable and fast data
acquisitionn is achieveed. Based on
o a study with LSP sources,
s
thee capabilityy of the arrrays was
demonstratted and the limitations were determ
mined.
To improvve the data analysis
a
sign
nificantly, ffurther advaanced evaluation techniiques, like 3D-,
3
differential- aand correlattion-beamfo
orming [3], [10], have been
b
implem
mented andd an investig
gation of
a frequencyy dependennt shading prrocedure foor distant miicrophones was startedd.
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Figure 21:
2
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Eva
aluation of a production
n line vehiclee by the leftt side array.

1550
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Figure 22:

Evalluation of a production line vehicle by the top aarray.
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